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Abstract 
Egyed, P. and R. Wenger, Ordered stabbing of pairwise disjoint convex sets in linear time, 
Discrete Applied Mathematics 31 (1991) 133-140. 
Given an ordered family of n pairwise disjoint convex simple objects in the plane, we give an O(n) 
time algorithm for finding the directed line transversals of the family that intersect the objects 
in order. Objects are simple if they have a constant size storage description, and if the intersec- 
tions and common tangents between any two objects can be found in constant time. Our O(n) 
time algorithm contrasts with an S2(n log n) lower bound for finding a line transversal of a family 
of n convex simple objects in the plane. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a family of n geometric objects in the plane. We say A has a point 
transversal if there exists a point that intersects every member of A. Similarly, A 
has a line transversal or line stabber if there exists a line that intersects every member 
of A. A stabbing direction for A is the direction of some directed line transversal 
for A. If A consists of pairwise disjoint convex sets, then any directed line transver- 
sal of A meets the members of A in a definite order. Each line transversal of A then 
corresponds to a pair of orderings known as a geometric permutation. 
Mathematicians are interested in establishing necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of transversals. In 1913, Helly proved that a family of compact 
convex sets in the plane has a point transversal if and only if every three of the sets 
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have a point transversal [3,8]. A theorem is said to be a ‘Helly-type’ theorem if it 
has the following form: a family of objects has some property P if and only if every 
k of the objects have the property P for some constant k. 
It was conjectured that there exists a ‘Helly-type’ theorem for line transversals of 
compact convex sets in the plane. Such a theorem would state that a family of com- 
pact convex sets in the plane has a line transversal if and only if every k sets have 
a line transversal for some constant k. However, the conjecture is false, even when 
the convex sets are assumed to be either pairwise disjoint or translates of one 
another [8,11]. On the other hand, if the convex sets are both pairwise disjoint and 
translates of one another, then, as conjectured by Grtinbaum, there is a ‘Helly-type’ 
theorem for line transversals of the sets [9,12]. Tverberg showed that a family of 
pairwise disjoint convex translates has a line transversal if and only if every five 
translates have a line transversal [12]. Katchalski proved the same result but with 
a larger constant of 128 [9]. There is also a ‘Helly-type’ theorem for line transversals 
that intersect pairwise disjoint sets in a specified order. Wenger proved that an 
ordered family of pairwise disjoint convex sets has a directed line transversal that 
intersects the family in order if and only if every four sets have a directed line 
transversal that intersects the sets in order [13]. 
In general, Q(n log n) time is needed to compute a line transversal of n simple ob- 
jects in the plane [2,5]. Objects are simple if they have a constant size storage 
description, and if the intersections and common tangents between any two objects 
can be found in constant time. The lower bound applies even when the objects are 
line segments or circles. However, O(n) time algorithms are known for some special 
cases. Avis and Doskas [ 11, as well as Edelsbrunner [4], described O(n) time 
algorithms for finding a line transversal of n convex polygons when the number of 
different slopes over all edges of the polygons is some constant. 
Recently, Egyed and Wenger gave an O(n) time algorithm for computing a line 
transversal of a family of n pairwise disjoint convex translates in the plane [6]. The 
correctness of their algorithm depends upon a result of Katchalski, Lewis and Liu 
which shows that a family of pairwise disjoint convex translates has at most three 
geometric permutations [lo]. The same result was used by Katchalski to prove his 
version of the ‘Helly-type’ theorem for line transversals of pairwise disjoint convex 
translates [9]. 
The existence of a ‘Helly-type’ theorem for line transversals that intersect sets in 
a specified order, motivated our search for a fast algorithm for finding such line 
transversals. In this paper we describe an O(n) time algorithm that, given an ordered 
family A of n pairwise disjoint convex simple objects in the plane, computes the 
directed line transversals that intersect the family in order. 
Our algorithm first finds a range of directions such that any directed line transver- 
sal intersecting A in order must have a direction in that range. Furthermore, any 
directed line transversal with direction in the range must intersect A in the proper 
order. For every direction u, there is a ‘highest’ convex set in A and a ‘lowest’ con- 
vex set in A such that o is a stabbing direction for A if and only if some line with 
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direction u intersects both the ‘highest’ and the ‘lowest’ sets. The algorithm deter- 
mines these ‘highest’ and ‘lowest’ sets for all the directions in the previously con- 
structed range. Finally, the ‘highest’ and ‘lowest’ sets are compared to determine 
which directions are stabbing directions for A. It is then easy to construct a 
representation of all the directed line transversals with the specified directions. 
These line transversals will all intersect A in the proper order. 
2. Theory and algorithms 
Let A = {ae,a,, . . . . an_1} be an ordered family of n pairwise disjoint convex sim- 
ple objects. A directed line stabs B c A in order if for every pair a;, aj E B where 
i < j the line intersects ai before aj. 
For simplicity, we will assume that the convex sets a0 and al can be strictly 
separated by a vertical line with a0 on the left. Thus any directed line that stabs A 
in order must point to the right. Furthermore, we assume that none of the common 
tangents to ai and a;, 1 are vertical lines, where 0 5 i I n - 2. If A violates these 
conditions, we can choose, in linear time, a new coordinate system for the plane for 
which A obeys these conditions. Note that we make no assumptions about the com- 
mon tangents for ai and aj in general, only for the special case where j = i + 1. 
If a directed line transversal stabs A in order, then any parallel directed line 
transversal with the same orientation also stabs A in order. We construct a range 
of directions such that the stabbing direction of any line transversal that stabs A in 
order lies in the range, and any line transversal of A with stabbing direction in the 
range stabs A in order. Furthermore, any directed line with direction in the range 
which intersects B c A does so in order. 
Since directed lines that intersect A in the specified order must point to the right, 
we need only consider directions pointing to the right. Thus we can specify the range 
of directions as a range of slopes of directed lines, with the directed lines assumed 
to be pointing to the right. We call a directed line that points to the right a right- 
directed line. 
Let [sJ’] denote the range {t: s 5 t I s’}. The algorithm Feasible-Range takes as 
input A={ao,a,,..., a,_ 1}, an ordered family of pairwise disjoint convex simple 
objects. It assumes that a0 can be strictly separated from al by some vertical line 
with a0 to the left, and that aj and ai+i have no vertical common tangents, 
0 5 i I n - 2. It returns the range of slopes [so,s,]. Any directed line transversal 
stabbing A in order must point to the right and have slope in the range [s,,,si]. Any 
right-directed line with slope SE [.so,sl] which stabs B c A does so in order. If no 
such range exists, Feasible-Range returns 0. 
Let slope(l) be the slope of line 1. For each i, we compute the two common 
tangents to a; and a;, 1 which separate ai from ai+ i. Label the tangents I and 1’ 
where slope(l) I slope(l’). 
Either some vertical line h strictly separates ai from ai+l or some vertical line h 
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Feasible-Range(A) 
\* A = {ao,~, . . ..I&-*}. Q+ Cl aj = 0 *\ 
\* a; = cmvex simple object *\ 
\* Some vertical line strictly separates a0 from al, a0 to the left *\ 
\* a; and ai+1 have no vertical common tangents, 0 5 i 5 R - 2 *\ 
1. so = -oo; s1 = $00 
2. for z = 0, 1, . . . . n - 2, do 
I,? = common separating tangents to a;,a,+l, slope(l) 5 slope(l’) 
If a vertical line h strictly separates ai from CZ;+~, then 
if ai lies to the left of h, then 
so = max(s0, slope(l)); s1 = min(sl, slope(F)) 
else 
return(@) 
else a vertical line h intersects a, and ai+l 
if ai lies above ai+* on h, then 
s1 = min(sl,slope(l)) 
else 
SO = max(s0, slope(V)) 




Fig. 1. Procedure Feasible-Range. 
intersects ai and a;+ 1. In the first case, if ai lies to the left of h, then all right- 
directed stabbers of ai and ai+ 1 stab aj before Ui+ 1. If ai lies to the left of h, then 
no right-directed line stabs ai before ai+ 1. In the case where h intersects Ui and ai+ r, 
the slopes of the right-directed lines which intersect ai before ai+, are either less 
than or equal to slope(l) or greater than or equal to slope(l’), but not both. 
For each i, we get a range of slopes, possibly empty, such that any right-directed 
line with slope in the given range intersects ai before ai+ 1. We intersect all these 
ranges to produce a range of slopes [se, sl]. A right-directed line transversal which 
stabs ai before ai+ 1, 0 % i % n - 2, must have slope in [soI s,]. A more formal 
description is contained in Fig. 1. 
We claim that any right-directed line with slope in [s,,s,] that stabs B c A, in- 
tersects B in order. To show this, we use the following result due to Guibas and Yao 
[71. 
Theorem 1. Let A be a family of pairwise disjoint convex sets in the plane and let 
s be some slope. Define the ordering relation < so that a < a’, a,a’EA, if some 
right-directed line with slope s intersects a before a’. The relation < is acyclic. 
Let s be some slope in the range [s,,,si]. For every i there exists a right-directed 
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line with slope s that intersects ai before Ui+, , hence a, < a;+ 1. Since Theorem 1 
states that the relation < is acyclic, if any right-directed line with slope s intersects 
ai before uj, then i <j. It follows that any right-directed line with slope s that stabs 
B c A, intersects B in order. 
Each a E A has two tangents for each slope s. Let lowtan(a, s) denote the lower 
tangent of a with slope s which lies below a, and let uptun(a,s) denote the upper 
tangent of a with slope s which lies above a. Also, let lowtun(A,s) = {lowtan(u,s): 
UEA} and let uptun(A,s)={uptun(u,s): UEA}. 
For each slope s we specify lowest(A,s) and highest(A,s), two subsets of A. Let 
lowest(A, s) be the set of a E A such that uptun(u, s) is on or below all the lines in 
uptun(A,s), and let highest(A,s) be the set of a E A such that lowtun(a,s) is on or 
above all the lines in lowtun(A,s). 
For any a E lowest(A, s) and b E highest(A, s), a line with slope s stabs A if and 
only if it stabs a and b. A representation of lowest(A,s), SE [sO,sl], is a partition 
of the range [so, si] into a set of ranges [t, t’]. Each range is labeled by some a E A 
where a E fowest(A, s) for slopes s E [t, t’]. The ranges [t, t’] are listed in sorted order. 
A representation of highest(A,s), SE [sO,sl], is similarly defined. When clear from 
the context, the range [sO,s,] is omitted. If we could construct a representation of 
lowest(A,s) and highest(A,s), we could merge the two representations to create 
ranges [t, t’] with labels a, b where a E lowest(A, s) and b E highest(A, s), for all 
SE [t, t’]. For each range, we need examine only two objects to determine if they 
have a stabber with slope between t and I’, inclusive. 
We give an algorithm, Construct-Lowest, for constructing a representation of 
lowest(A,s), SE [sO,sl]. Before presenting the algorithm, we need the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let A = {a,, a,, . . . , a, _ ,} be an ordered family of n pairwise disjoint 
convex simple objects in the plane. Let [sO,s,] be a range of slopes such that any 
right-directed line with slope in the range [sO,sl] that intersects B c A does so in 
order. Let ui be an element of lowest(A,s) and aj be an element of lowest(A,s’) 
where s,s’ E [sO,sl] and a;#aj. Ifs < s’, then i <j. 
Proof. Let 1 and I’ be uptun(a;,s) and uptan(aj,s’), respectively. Then I’ lies on or 
below uptun(ui, s’) and so some point ai E ai must lie on or above I’. Furthermore, 
(Y; also lies on or below I. Similarly, some point aj E Uj lies on or above I and on or 
below I’ (see Fig. 2). The directed line from ai to aj is oriented to the right, has 
slope between s, and si, inclusive, and intersects Ui before Uj. Therefore, i < j. 0 
We now show how to construct a representation for lowest(A,s). Construct- 
Lowest takes as input the ordered family A = { uO, al, . . . , a, _ 1} and the range of 
slopes [se, s,] returned by Feasible-Range. It creates a representation of 
lowest(A,s), SE [sO,sl] on a stack and returns the stack. 
Let A,= {~~,a,, . .. . ai}, 0 5 i I n - 1. We will process the elements of A in order. 
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Fig. 2. Ordering of sets in lowest(il,s), SE [so,sl]. 
After element ai has been processed, the stack will contain a representation of 
lowesf(&,s), SE [so,sl]. 
Start with an empty stack. Push (ao,so,sl) on the stack. For each of the next 
n - 1 elements, ai, pop the top element (a, t, t’) off the stack until uptan(a, t) is 
below uptUn(ai, t) or the stack is empty. If uptm(a, t) is on or above uptan(ai, t), 
which happens only when the stack is empty, push (Ui,so,sl) on the stack. 
Assume uptan(a, t) is below Uptan(Qiy t). If uptan(a, t’) is below Uptan(Uiy t’), 
push (a, t,s,) on the stack. Otherwise, find the slope t”E [t,t’] such that up- 
tan@, t”)=uptan(q, t”). Such a slope must exist since uptan(a, t) is below up- 
tan(ai, t) while uptan(a, t’) is on or above uptan(ai, t’). t” is the slope of a common 
upper tangent to a and ai which does not strictly separate a from ai. There may be 
Construct_Lowest(A, so, ~1) 
\* A = {G&q,..., Un-_l}, ai n aj = 0 *\ 
\* ai = convex simple object *\ 
\* SO,SI = slopes, so 5 s1 *\ 
\* any right-directed line with slope s E [SO, sl] which intersects B c A *\ 
\* does so in order *\ 
1. push (a~, SO, ~1) on empty stack 
2. for i = 1, . . . . n - 1, do 
a. (a, t, t’) = pop stack 
b. while uplan(ai,t) is on or below uptan(a,l) and stack # 0, do 
(a,t,t’) = pop stack 
c. if uptan(ai,t) is on or below uptan(a,l), then 
push (a,, SO, ~1) on stack 
d. else 
if nptan(a, t’) is below uptan(ai, t’), then 
push (a,t,sl) on stack 
else 
e. find slope t” such that 
. 1 < t” < I’. and 
. ?@an(a,, ,“) = uptan(a,l”) 
f. push (a,l,t”) on stack 
g. push (a;,t”,sl) on stack 
3. return (stack) 
Fig. 3. Procedure Construct-Lowest. 
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two such common upper tangents to a and ai. However, only one will intersect a 
before ai when directed to the right and thus only one will have slope between t and 
t’. Push (a, t, t”) and then (ai, t”,s,) on the stack. After the last element, a, _ 1, has 
been processed, return the stack. A formal description is contained in Fig. 3. 
AgainletAi={ao,al,..., ai}, 0 I i 5 n - 1. We will prove that after step 2 in Fig. 
3 has been executed i times the stack contains a representation of lOWeSt(Ai,i,S), 
s E [so, sl] . In particular, at step 3 the stack contains a representation of A, _ I= A. 
We proceed by induction. Certainly after step 1, when step 2 has been executed 0 
times, the stack contains the representation of lowest(&). Assume that after step 2 
has been executed i- 1 times, the stack contains a representation of lOWeSt(Ai_,,S). 
We show that after the next execution of step 2, the stack contains a representation 
of /owest(A;,s). 
After the execution of step 2b, either uptan(a, t) is below uptan(a,, t) or the stack 
is empty. There are then three possible courses of action. 
If uptan(a, t) is on or above uptan(ai, t), the stack must be empty. Since the 
stack contained a representation of lowest(Ai_,,s), SE [so,sl], t must equal so. 
Therefore, ai E foweSt(Ai, so). By Theorem 2, ai E lOWeSt(Ai, s), s E [SO, s,]. Thus step 
2c constructs a representation of lOWeSt(Ai,S). 
Assume uptan(a, t) is below uptan(ai, t). If, after step 2b, uptan(a, t’) is below 
uptan(ai, t’), t’ must equal s,. By Theorem 2, a;$lowest(A;,s), .sE[s~,s~], SO a 
representation for lowest(AjPl,s) is also a representation for /ow&(Ai,s). Pushing 
(a, t, s,) on the stack in step 2d recreates the representation of lowest(Ai_ ,, s) on the 
stack. 
The third course of action is followed whenever uptan(a, t) is below uptan(ai, t) 
and uptan(a, t’) is on or above uptan(ai, t’). As argued before, there exists a slope 
t” E [t, t’] such that uptan(a, t”) = uptan(ai, t”). By Theorem 2, a E lowest(Ai, s), 
SE [t, t”] and aiE lowest(Ai,S), SE [t”,s,]. Pushing (a, t, t”) and then (ai, t”,sl) on the 
stack completes the representation of lowed(Ai,s). 
Every step of 2a - 2g except step 2b takes constant time and is executed once for 
each value of i. Recall that the objects are assumed to be simple and so the common 
tangent required in step 2e can be found in constant time. Step 2b is also executed 
once for each value of i but takes time proportional to the number of pops from 
the stack. Every time more than one element is popped from the stack, all the 
elements, save the last one popped, never reappear on the stack. Therefore, step 2b 
takes a total of O(n) time and Construct-Lowest is a linear time algorithm. 
A similar algorithm Construct-Highest, which constructs a representation of 
highest(A,s), follows exactly the steps in Construct-Lowest and will not be given 
here. Using Feasible-Range, Construct-Lowest and Construct-Highest, we can 
outline an algorithm to stab A in order. As mentioned before, we assume that a0 
can be separated by a vertical line from a, with a0 on the left. Therefore, any 
directed line which intersects A in order must point to the right. 
We first call Feasible-Range to find a range [so,s,] such that any right-directed 
line transversal intersects A in order if and only if it has slope between [so,sl]. Fur- 
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thermore, any right-directed line with slope SE [so,sl] intersects B c A in order. If 
Feasible-Range returns 0, then no directed line intersects A in order. Otherwise, we 
use Construct-Lowest and Construct-Highest to construct representations of 
lowe.st(A,s) and highest(A,s), SE [so,sl]. The ranges in these representations are 
sorted by slope so we can merge them in linear time to construct at most 2n - 1 
ranges [t, t’] with labels (4 b) such that a E lowest@, S) and b E highe.st(A, s), for all 
SE [t, t’]. By examining the common tangents of a and b we can determine which 
right-directed lines with slopes in the range [t, t’] intersect both a and 6. These lines 
also intersect A in order. By processing all such ranges, we can find all the directed 
lines which intersect A in order. 
3. Conclusion 
We are interested in categorizing those stabbing problems that can be solved in 
linear time. We have shown that, given an ordered family A of n pairwise disjoint 
simple convex objects in the plane, the directed line stabbers of A that intersect A 
in order can be found in O(n) time. This result contrasts with the Q(n log n) lower 
bound for finding a line stabber of a family of n convex objects. 
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